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FOREWORD 
An exploratory experimental  and theoretical  investigation of gaseous nuclear 
rocket technology is being conducted by the United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
under Contract NASw-847 with the joint  AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office. 
The Technical Supervisor of the Contract for NASA is Captain C .  E.  Frankl in  (USAF) . 
Results of portions of the investigation conducted during the period between 
September 15, 1967 and September 15, 1968 are descr ibed in  the fol lowing f ive 
reports  ( including the present  report)  which comprise the required eighth Interim 
Summary Technical Report under the Contract: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
Kendall, J. S., W. C .  Roman, and P. G. Vogt : I n i t i a l  Radio-Frequency Gas 
Heating Experiments t o  Simulate the Thermal Environment i n  a Nuclear Light 
Bulb Reactor.  United  Aircraft  Research  Laboratories  Report G-910091-17, 
September 1968, 
Mensing, A .  E.  and L. R .  Boedeker: Theoret ical  Invest igat ion of  R-F Induction 
Heated Plasmas. United Aircraft Research Laboratories Report G-910091-18, 
September 1968. 
Krascella,  N. L . :  Theoretical  Investigation of the Composition  and  Line 
Emission Characteristics of Argon-Tungsten and Argon-Uranium Plasmas. United 
Aircraft Research Laboratories Report G-910092-10, September 1968. 
Marteney, P. J., A .  E. Mensing, and N .  L. Krascella:  Experimental  Investigation 
of t he  Spec t r a l  mi s s ion  Charac t e r i s t i c s  of Argon-Tungsten and Argon-Uranium 
Induction Heated Plasmas. United Aircraft Research Laboratories Report 
G910092-11, September 1968. (present  report  ) 
Latham, T.  S. : Nuclear Studies o f  the Nuclear Light Wllb Rocket Engine. 
United Aircraft Research Laboratories Report G-910375-3, September 1968. 
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Experimental  Investigation of the 
Spectral Wssion Characteristics of 
Argon-Tungsten-.and Argon-Uranium  Induction-Heated  Plasmas 
SUMMARY 
An experimental  study  was  conducted  to  determine  the  emission  characteristics 
of  gaseous  tungsten  and  uranium  located  in  an rf induction-heated,  vortex-stabilized 
argon  discharge.  The  tungsten  and  uranium  were  introduced  into  the  discharge  in  the 
form  of  tungsten  hexafluoride or ranium  hexafluoride  at  heavy-atom  to  argon mass 
ratios  of  approximately 1.0 x lo-' and  a  total  pressure  of  one  atmosphere. 
Temperatures  in  the  heavy-atom  seeded  discharges  were  determined  to  be  approx- 
imately 8500 deg K, and  were  ascertained  by  measuring  neutral  argon  atom  relative 
line  intensity  ratios  by  the  Boltzmann  method.  Temperatures  determined  by  this 
method  were  confirmed  by  measurements  of  absolute  neutral  argon  atom  line  intensi- 
ties  and  absolute  argon  ion  continuum  intensities. 
Spectra  were  obtained for pure  argon,  tungsten  hexafluoride-argon,  and  uranium 
hexafluogide-argon  systems  in  the  wavelength  region  from 1250 8 (0.125 micron)  to 
100,000 A (10 micron).  The  experimental  data  were  reduced  to  obtain  integrated 
continuum and line  intensities  over  intervals  of 100 8 for pure  argon.  Integrated 
line  intensities  were  obtained  over  wavelength  intervals of 100 8 for  tungsten  and 
uranium  after  correcting  the  experimental  results for the  contribution  to  total 
intensity  due  to  argon  continuum  and  lines. 
Experimental  integrated  line  intensities  over 100 A wavelength  intervals for 0 
argon,  tungsten  and  uranium  were  subsequently  compared  to  similar  analytical  results 
calculated for the  visible  region  of  the  spectrum (2000 8 to 10,000 8) .  The  corre- 
lation  between  experimental  and  analytical  results  for  tungsten  was  generally  poor, 
particularly  at  wavelengths  less  than  approximately 4000 A, although  fairly  good 
agreement  was  noted  between 4000 2 and 6000 8. The  correlation  between  experimental 
and  analytical  results for uranium  is  somewhat  better  than  that for tungsten,  and 
is  best  in  the  region  between  approximately 2000 8 and 4000 8. The  agreement 
between  experimental  and  analytical  results  for  argon  is  excellent  in a  wavelength 
intervals  of  comparison. 
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1. Good agreement i n  t h e  estimates of the temperature of an argon discharge was 
obtained from the  fo l lowing:  re la t ive  in tens i t ies  of  A r I  l i n e s  (8500  deg K), 
absolu te  in tens i t ies  of A r I  l i n e s  (8450 deg K), and absolute  intensi ty  of  the 
argon continuum (8575 deg K). 
2. Measured l i n e  and continuum radiat ion of rf-heated argon were i n  good 
with calculated values in the wavelength range between 2000 2 and 9000 
3. Measured l ine  rad ia t ion  in  tungs ten  and uranium contained i n  an argon discharge 
were not  genera l ly  in  good agreement with calculated values. 
4. The greatest  port ion of t h e  t o t a l  energy emitted by tungsten o r  uranium i n  an 
argon discharge occurred as l i n e  r a d i a t i o n  i n  t h e  visible spectral  region 
(4000 8 t o  7000 8) .  
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INTRODUCTION 
In the  gaseous  nuclear  rocket  engine  concept  currently  under  investigation  at 
the  NASA  Lewis  Research  Center  and  at  United  Aircraft  Research  Laboratories  (Refs. 1 
and 2 ) ,  energy  generated by nuclear  fission in a  fuel-containment  region  is  trans- 
ferred by thermal  radiation  to  a  propellant  such  as  hydrogen.  The  propellant  is 
usually  assumed  to  be  seeded  with  a  heavy-atom  material  such  as  tungsten  to  augment 
the  propellant  opacity  in  spectral  regions  where  the  propellant  would  otherwise  be 
transparent.  ETfective  analysis of the  radiant  energy  transfer  processes  occurring 
in  the  rocket  engine  requires  a  knowledge  of  the  spectral or mean  emission  and 
absorption  characteristics  of  typical  fuel,  propellant, and seed  materials. 
A  number  of  analytical  and  experimental  investigations  have  been  conducted  at 
United  Aircraft  Research  Laboratories  to  assess  the  spectral  and  mean  emission or 
absorption  characteristics of such  materials  as  hydrogen,  uranium,  and  a  variety 
of  possible  propellant  seeding  agents  (Refs. 3 through 7). The  absorption  charac- 
teristics  of  diatomic  gases  and  solid  particle  seeding  materials  have  been  inves- 
tigated  experimentally  (Refs. 5 and 6). Analytical  estimates  have  been  made  to 
determine  the  absorption  coefficients  of  hydrogen  (Refs. 3 and 4), solid  spherical 
particles  of  heavy-atom  metals  (Ref. 7), gaseous  heavy-atom  metals  (Ref. 7 ) ,  and 
gaseous  uranium  (Ref. 4). However,  no  detailed  estimates  have  been  made  of  emission 
or absorption  characteristics  in  the  bound-bound  (line)  spectral  region  of  heavy- 
atom  gases or gaseous  fuels;  these  characteristics  are  difficult  to  estimate  analyt- 
ically  due  to  the  complexity  and  number of lines  in  the  spectra of heavy-atom 
elements  and  the  general  lack  of  necessary  line  emission or abs rption  data  such 
as  energy  levels,  transition  probabilities,  and  corresponding  wavelengths.  Even 
available  data,  such  as  contained  in  Ref. 8, are  usually  incomplete  and  generally 
confined  to  a  spectral  region  between  approximately 2000 2 and 9000 8. To  overcome 
these  deficiencies,  an  experimental  program  was  formulated  with  the  objectives of 
(1) investigating  the  general  line  emission  properties  of  heavy-atom  metals  such 
as  tungsten grid uranium  at  high  temperatures  in  the  wavelength  region  between 1250 8 
and 100,000 A (10 microns),  and (2) comparing  experimental  line  emission  results 
with  emission  characteristics  calculated  in  the  spectral  region  between 2000 8 and
9000 8 using  data  reported  in  Refs. 8, 9, and 10. The  experimental  investigation 
was  conducted  using  an  inductively  heated  argon  gas  containing  tungsten  hexafluoride 
or uranium  hexafluoride. 
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APPARATUS 
FU? System 
The  experiments  described  in  this  report  were  conducted  using  the  United 
Aircraft  Research  Laboratories 80 kw radio-frequency  (rf)  induction  heater.  This 
facility  was  constructed  in 1962 and was originally  employed for induction  heating 
of  large-diameter  gas  vortex  flows  (i.e.,  vortexes  having  diameters  of  about 8 in. 
and  lengths  of  about 20 in.).  The  results  of  these  early  tests  are  reported  in 
Refs. 11 and 12. In 1967, this  facility  was  modified  to  permit rf power  to  be 
coupled  efficiently  into small gas  loads. A schematic  diagram  of  the  modified  sys- 
tem  is  shown  in  Fig. 1 The  principal  modification  consisted of changing  the  mode 
of  operation  of  the rf generator  from  a  self-oscillating  system  to  a  driven  system. 
A 600 W tunable rf transmitter  was  used  to  drive  the  grid  of  the 80 kw power  ampli- 
fier  through  a  tuned  coupling  network.  The  output  resonator  was  replaced  with  an 
easily  modified  work  coil  connected  to  the  output  of  the  power  amplifier  by  means 
of  a  tunable  .rr-coupling  network.  The  modifications  provided an induction  heater 
that  could  efficiently  add rf power  to  plasmas  having  wide  ranges  of  impedances 
and  sizes. 
Details  of  the  work  coil  and  vortex  chamber  in  which  the  plasma was cre ted
are  shown  in  Fig. 2. The  coil  (Fig.  2a),  which  surrounded  the  fused  silica  vortex 
tube,  consisted  of 2.5 turns  of  3/8-in. OD copper  tubing  with  a  mean  coil  diameter 
of 4 in.  The  vortex  tube  had  an ID of 3 in.  and  an OD of 3 t  in.  A  vortex  chamber 
was  formed by water-cooled  end walls spaced 6 in.  apart  (Fig.  2b).  The  working 
fluid  (argon, o r  argon  with  gaseous  seed)  was  injected  circumferentially  from  the 
top  end wall of the  vortex  chamber  through  eight  1/16-in. ID injectors.  Flow was 
withdrawn  from  the  vortex  chamber  through  0.3-in. ID water-cooled  thru-flow  ports 
located  at  the  centers  of  the  end walls. The  fused  silica  peripheral  wall was 
cooled  by  small  air  jets  blowing  axially  along  the  outer  surface. 
The  hot  argon  flowing  out  of  the  vortex  chamber  through  the  thru-flow  ports 
was cooled  to  room  temperature  by  passing  it  over  water-cooled  copper  tubing.  The 
end  walls  of  the  vortex  chamber  were  also  water  cooled.  The  flow  rate  and  temper- 
ature  rise  of  the  coolant  water  were  measured  and  used  to  determine  the  power 
carried  away  in  this  manner,  i.e.,  the  approximate  amount  of  power  deposited  in 
the  gas  that  was  not  radiated  (the  convective  losses  through  the  peripheral wall 
were  negligible).  The  powers  deposited  in  work  coil  and  n-coupling  network  were 
also determined  from  measurements  of  the  temperature  rises  and  flow  rates  of  the 
water  passing  through  these  components. 
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Spectral  Apparatus 
Spectral  intensity  measurements,  which  were  taken  over  an  extremely  wide  range 
of  wavelengths,  required  several  different  arrangements  of  equipment.  The  principal 
spectral  instrument  was  a  McPherson  Model 235 scanning spectrometer/monochromator, 
used for tests  in  the  ultraviolet  and  visible  spectral  ranges.  The  instrument  was 
mounted  on  a  modified  milling  table,  which  afforded  motion  in  three  axes,  permitting 
precise  adjustment  of  the  spectrometer  position  with  respect  to  the  discharge.  The 
table was also  equipped  with  a  drive  motor  which  permitted  continuous  lateral  motion 
of  the  entire  instrument for chordwise  viewing  of  the  discharge. 
In order to eliminate  atmospheric  absorption  of  the  emission  from  the  heated 
gas  in  the  ultraviolet  region  of  the  spectrum, and to  circumvent  the  cut-off  of 
transmission by the  vortex  tube  walls,  the  apparatus  shown  in  Fig. 3 was  used for 
measurements  at  wavelengths  less  than 2500 8. A  fused  silica  side  arm was attached 
to  the  vortex  tube  and was capped  with  a  lithium  fluoride  window. An extension  tube 
was  bolted to the  spectrometer  entrance  slit  flange and attached  to  the  side  arm 
with  a  Veeco  vacuum  coupling.  The  entire  spectrometer and xtension  tube  were  pur- 
ged  with  pure  argon  to  eliminate  oxygen and water  vapor  from  the  spectrometer  sys- 
tem;  the  vortex  tube  was  initially  pumped  down  to  a low pressure  and was then  con- 
tinuously  purged by the  test  gases.  With  this  arrangement,  it  was  possible  to 
maintain  the  pressure  differential  required  during  initiation  of  the  discharge 
while  maximizing  light  transmission. 
In  order  to  provide  estimates  of  possible  absorption  due  to  cold  gases sur- 
rounding  the  discharge or contained  in  the  side  arm,  tungsten  hexafluoride  was 
admitted  to  an  evacuated  sample  chamber  at  a  pressure  of 5 m Hg. The  chamber  had 
a  length  of 10 cm,  and  was  capped  with  lithium  fluoride  windows.  Depending  upon 
the  wavelength  of  interest,  light  from  a  Hanovia  hydrogen  discharge  lamp  (for  the 
W) or a GE DXW coiled-filament  tungsten  lamp  (for  the near-W and  visible)  passed 
through  the  sample  cell  into  the  McPherson  spectrometer,  and  the  relative  inten- 
sities  transmitted by the  cell  were  determined  both  with  and  without  sample.  The 
absorption  of  room  temperature W6 (for  the 10 cm  path)  was  determined  to  be less
than 10 percent  between 1200 8 and 2000 8, and  negligible  between 2000 8 and 4000 8. 
In the  visible  region,  the m6 sample  in  the  cell  exhibited  no  coloration,  indicating 
no  significant  absorption.  Similar  tests  using  sulfur  hexafluoride, sF6, likewise 
indicated  less  than 10 percent  absorption  in  the  region  between 1200 8 and 2000 8, 
and  no  detectable  absorption  between 2000 8 and 8500 8. Since  only  molecular  spec- 
tra  would  be  evidenced  in  these  room  temperature  gases,  it  was  assumed  that  the 
W6 and SF6 samples  would  also  be  representative  of  the uF6 molecular  absorption 
characteristics,  and  the  effect  of  absorption by either  of  the  added  test  gases 
was  deemed  negligible. 
No tests  were  conducted  to  determine  absorption by room  temperature  argon,  in 
view  of  the  widely-held  practice  of  purging  optical  systems  with  argon  to  eliminate 
other  gases  which  exhibit  absorption. 
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Photoelectr ic  detect ion in  the W was accomplished primarily using an EMI 
9 5 5 8 ~  phototube. The end window of the phototube was coated witL sodium sa l icy la te ,  
which responds with essentially constant quantum efficiency below 3500 a (Ref. 13) .  
Some tests between 1650 8 and 4500 8 were conducted using an EMI 9558QA phototube, 
which has a Suprasi l  window and is  sensi t ive without  the sodium sa l icy la te  coa t ing .  
The phototube output was amplif ied in  a s ignal  processor  and recorded on a Honey- 
well Model 1108 Visicorder. Wavelength scanning rates as high as 4000 A/min were 
permitted by the high frequency response (up to 1000 Hz)  of the Visicorder.  
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For t e s t s  i n  t h e  v i s i b l e  r e g i o n  of the spectrum, the spectrometer was placed 
50 cm from the discharge,  the extension tube was removed from the spectrometer, and 
a short extension tube, having a 0.025 cm x 0.4 cm ape r tu re   t o  limit t h e   f i e l d  of 
view, was attached. The ape r tu re  r e s t r i c t ed  the  f i e ld  of view t o  a region of t h e  
discharge having cross sectional dimensions of 0.15 x 0.4 cm. Since the diameter 
of the discharge was approximately 5 cm, the  volume observed by the spectrometer 
was approximately 0.3 cm3. Based on the same aperture, the area observed on the  
discharge  subtended a solid  angle  of 2.4 x s teradian.  A straight-walled  vor- 
tex  tube  was used t o  permi t  la te ra l  or chordwise scans of the discharge.  Lateral  
scans were conducted a t  specific wavelengths to observe desired l ines o r  continua. 
Wavelength scans were conducted on the discharge centerline and a t  a number of 
chordal positions. Detection was accomplished between 3500 2 and 8500 2 using the 
EMI 9885C phototube,which responded d i r e c t l y   t o  plasma radiat ion.  
Tests in  the  inf ra red  spec t ra l  reg ion  were conducted using a Perkin-Elmer 
Model 99 spectrometer equipped with a sodium chloride prism. Although the salt  
prism does not afford the relatively high resolution of the  McPherson Model 235, 
it does permit coverage of the spectrum from the red end of the  v is ib le  reg ion  to  
beyond 5 microns in  the  inf ra red .  The general arrangement of appa ra tus  fo r  t e s t s  
in  the  inf ra red  was the  same as tha t  u sed  fo r  t he  W measurements. A vortex tube 
equipped with a s ide arm was connected t o  an extension tube on the  Model 99. Both 
the  Model 99 and the extension tube were purged with argon. Detection was accom- 
plished with a cooled Santa Barbara PbSe de tec to r ;  t he  s igna l  was displayed on a 
Moseley s t r ip  char t  recorder .  
Wavelength ca l ibra t ion  of the  McF'herson Model 235 was accomplished using 
mercury,  sodium, and argon spectral  lamps. Calibration of the  Model 99 was made 
possible through the use of bandpass filters and a tungs ten  s t r ip  lamp which fur -  
nished a continuous source.  Absolute intensity calibration of the  Model 235 system 
above 2500 2 was r e f e r r e d   t o  a GE W4/7 tungs t en  s t r ip  lamp operated a t  2470 deg K. 
Spectral radiance of t h e  s t r i p  lamp was tgken from Refs. 14 and 15. The constant 
response of sodium sal icylate  below 2500 A (Ref. 13) was used t o  extend the cali-  
b ra t ion  to  the  l i m i t  of t h e s e  t e s t s  i n  t h e  W. Calibration of the  Model 99 system 
t o  2.5 microns was a l s o  accomplished through use of t h e   s t r i p  lamp and cross- 
checked through the overlap of the  PbSe and EMI 9558 spec t ra l  de tec tors  in  the  near  
infrared. Extension of the  l?bSe ca l ibra t ion  proceeded through use of a Nernst 
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glower  operated  at 1500 deg  C to give  a  relative  calibration  from 2.5 microns  to 
beyond 5 microns,  which was then  matched  to  the  absolute  response  at 2.5 microns 
(the  limit  of  transmission  of  the  window  on  the  strip  lamp). 
In view  of  the  low  level  of  signal  evidenced  in  the  seeded  argon  spectra  at 
wavelengths  approaching 5 microns,  it was decided  to  use  a  survey  method  for  the 
region  between 5 microns  and 10 microns. A radiometer  having  a  thermopile  detector 
responding  to  radiation  between 0.2 and 15 microns was used  in  conjunction  with 
several  cut-off  filters  transmitting  light  only  above  wavelengths  of 1.06, 2.0, 
2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 3.83 microns.  The known quantity  of  radiation  removed  by  suc- 
cessive  filters  permitted  estimation of the  residual  radiation  beyond 3.83 microns. 
The  total  radiation  of  the  plasma w  measured  with  a  Reeder NSL 6~ thermopile. 
The  spectral  response  of  this  thermopile  with  a BaP2 window  is  approximately 0.2 to 
15.0 microns.  Various  cut-off  filters  were  inserted  in  front  of  the  thermopile  to 
determine  the  radiation  in  different  regions  of  the  spectrum.  The  transmission 
characteristics  of  these  filters  are  shown  in  Fig. 4. The  response  of  the  thermo- 
pile  with  filters was calibrated  using  an  Eppley  Laboratory  Calibrated  Standard 
of  Spectral  Irradiance.  The  calibration  range was from 0.22 microns  to 2.5 microns. 
Operating  Procedure 
A  gas  discharge was initiated  by  evacuating  the  vortex  chamber  to  several 
millimeters  of  mercury  absolute  pressure  and  establishiqg  a  low-pressure  glow 
discharge  with  the rf field.  The  pressure,  argon flow and rf power  were  then 
increased  simultaneously  until  the  desired  operating  condition was established. 
The  standard  operating  conditions  employed  in  the  tests  described  in  this  report 
are  listed  in  Table I. A  photograph  of  an  unseeded  argon  discharge  at  the  stan- 
dard  conditions  is  shown  in  Fig.  PC.  This  discharge was confined  well away from 
the  peripheral wal (a  distance of approximately 1 5  nun existed  between  the  edge 
of  the  discharge  and  the wall). Thus,  tests  could  be  conducted  for  long  periods 
with  negligible  heating  of  the  tube. 
To measure  the  spectral  emission  of  heavy  metal  vapors,  it wa  first  necessary 
to  develop  an  injection  method  that  would  provide  a  uniform  heavy  metal flow rate 
that was reproducible  and  steady for periods  up  to  several  minutes.  After  several 
unsuccessful  attempts  to  inject  submicron  tungsten  particles  directly  into  the 
plasma,  it  was  decided  to  inject  the  metals  as  gaseous  fluorides,  i.e.,  as  WF6  and 
m6. The  vapor  pressure  curves  of m6 and  uF6  are  presented  in  Fig. 5 (Refs . 16 
and 17). Attempts  to  inject  the  heavy-atom  gases  directly  into  the  plasma  were 
unsuccessful  because  of  the  large  disturbance  created  by  injection  and  an  apparent 
non-uniform  distribution  of  the  vapor  within  the  plasma.  The  technique  that  proved 
most  successful  was  to  premix  the m6 and m6 with  the  argon  working  fluid  well 
upstream  of  the  eight  injector  ducts  (Fig. 2b)  Of  the  techniques  that  were  attempted, 
this  technique  probably  provided  the  most  uniform  distribution  of  metal  vapor  within 
the  plasma. 
During t h e   i n i t i a l  series of t e s t s ,  WF6 was flowed directly from its container 
through a small flowmeter and metering valve into the argon flow duct. It was neces- 
s a r y   t o   h e a t   t h e  WF6 container and flowmeter to  about  45 deg C to  insure adequate  
pressure for  s teady f low.  However, a t  the extremely small flow rates of “6 used, 
the accuracy and reproducibi l i ty  of t he  f low se t t i ng  were very poor. No r e l i a b l e  
way was found to  ca l ibra te  the  f lowmeter  for  h ighly  reac t ive  m6 a t  the extremely 
small f low ra tes  employed. A more r e l i a b l e  method, used i n  l a t e r  t e s t s ,  i n v o l v e d  
evacuation of a container having a volume of approximately 13 cu f t ,  and t h e n   f i l l i n g  
the  con ta ine r  t o  a vapor pressure of 5 mm Hg abs. The vapor pressure was fixed by 
placing the WF6 o r  UF6 conta iner  in  a cold sink a t  the temperature corresponding t o  
a vapor pressure of 5 mm Hg, i . e . ,  -56 deg C f o r  WF6 and -12 deg C f o r  UF6 (see 
Fig. 5 ) .  The container was subsequently  pressurized  to 100 psig  with  argon. The 
argon/fluoride mixture was flowed through a flowmeter and then pre-mixed with t h e  
main argon flow. 
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DATA. REDUCTION 
Reduction of Spectral Data 
Typical emission spectra for seeded and unseeded argon are shown i n  Figs. 6 
and 7. Figure 6 i s  a comparison of the argon and argon/WF6 s p e c t r a  i n  t h e  v i c i n i t y  
of 4300 A. Figure 7 i s  a comparison of t h e  same argon spectrum with that of 
argOn/UF6. The s p e c t r a  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  r e l a t i v e  magnitudes of l i n e  and  continuum 
radiat ion in  this  wavelength region.  It should be noted that the continuum radia- 
t i o n  i s  a maximum a t  wavelengths between approximately 4200.2 and 4300 8, and 
decreases slowly with increasing or decreasing wavelength. However, because of the 
much grea te r  l ine  in tens i ty  of  the  ArI red  l ines  near  8000 1, t h e   r e l a t i v e  continuum 
contribution decreases very rapidly toward the near infrared. The argon continuum 
contribution in both seeded and unseeded argon w a s  t aken   t o   be   t ha t   i n t ens i ty ,  
measured from the zero reference level ,  above which only  l ine  rad ia t ion  was evi-  
denced. This assumes that  the addi t ion of  the seed to  the argon discharge increased 
t h e   t o t a l  argon radiation (by increasing temperature), as i s  apparent from Figs. 6 
and 7, without introducing significant continuum radiat ion from the seed species.  
The val idi ty  of  this  assumption i s  d iscussed  fur ther  in  the  sec t ion  on Temperature 
Determination. The areas  corresponding to  l ine and  continuum radiat ion were 
determined with a planimeter for wavelength intervals of '100 i. The, areas were 
compared t o  t h e  a r e a  found under the reference lamp curve, which i s  a l so  shown on 
the  f igures ,  in  order  to  de te rmine  absolu te  in tens i t ies .  Se lec ted  ind iv idua lAr1  
l i ne  a reas  were measured for use in temperature determination. 
The breadth of l ines shown in  F igs .  6 and 7 w a s  due pr imari ly  to  instrumental  
e f f e c t s .  The true half-width of t h e  l i n e s  a t  half-height was es t imated  to  be 
approximately 0.2 d for spectra obtained with the McPherson instrument (1200 t o  
8500 A ) .  The resolution of the Model 99 is  such tha t  ind iv idua l  l ines  could  not  be 
resolved a t  wavelengths above 8000 d (0.8 microns); therefore, no estimate could be 
made of the  l ine  contours  in  the  inf ra red .  
The r e l a t ive ly  l a rge  to t a l  l i ne  wid th  due to  ins t rumenta l  e f fec ts  was i n   p a r t  
responsible for failure to  r e so lve  many o f  t he  l i nes  t abu la t ed  in  Ref. 8. Weaker 
l ines  thus appeared in  the experimental  spectra  to  be near ly  submerged i n t o  t h e  
continuum. However, th i s  inves t iga t ion  represents  the  first observation of a 
number of tungsten and uranium lines in the W. The  number of individual dis- 
t i n g u i s h a b l e  l i n e s  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  a d d i t i v e s  i n  t h e  s p e c t r a l  r e g i o n  1200 A t o  
2500 was 23 for tungsten and 18 f o r  uranium. The d is t r ibu t ion  for  tungs ten  was: 
1200 t o  1500 1 -4, 1500 8, t o  2000 11 - 9, and 2000 1 t o  2500 A - 10. In  the  case  
of uranium, theodis t r ibu t ion  w a s :  1200 1 t o  1500 11 - 6 ,  1500 d t o  2000 A - 9, and 
2000 ii t o  2500 A - 3. 
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Temperature  Determination 
The  determination  of  the  temperature  of  a  radiating  system may be  based  on  the 
radiation  of  lines or continuum.  The  intensity  of  a  single  line  in  a  system  of No 
radiators may be  expressed  as  (Refs. 18 to 21) 
IL = 1.58 x I O -  Q h  No WATTS/CM3 SR (1) 24 = 
where  g  is  the  degeneracy  of  an  upper  level  having  energy En, A is  the  transition 
probability  in  sec-l,  Q  is  the  partition  function, h is  the  wavelength  in  LgstroIc 
units, k is  the  Boltzmann  constant,  and T is  the  temperature. 
In Eq. (1) the  functional  dependence  of  the  intensity  of  a  particular  spectral 
line  on  temperature  is  contained  in  the  composition  term, No, as well  as  in  the 
exponential.  Thus,  for Ar at  temperatures  near 8000 deg K, where  the  composition 
of  neutral  argon ( A r I )  changes  very  little  with  temperature  (Ref. 22) , the  exponen- 
tial  term  defines  the  temperature  dependence,  and  the  intensities  of ArI spectral 
lines  increase  very  rapidly  with  increasing  temperature.  The  dependence  of  the 
intensities of the ArI 4158 1 and 4300 1 lines  on  temperature  is  shown  in  Fig. 8. 
However, for tungsten  in  this  temperature  range,  the  fraction  of  neutral  tungsten 
(WI)  decreases  markedly  with  temperature,  damping  the  effect o  the  exponential; 
thus  the  intensities  of WI lines  are  very  weak  functions  of  temperature,  as  shown 
in  Fig. 9. Therefore,  intensity  measurements  of ArI lines  in  this  temperature 
range  provide  very  good  indications  of  temperature,  while  intensity  measurements  of 
WI lines  do  not. 
Some  improvement  in  determining  temperature  from  intensity  measurements of 
spectral  lines  such  as  the WI lines  discussed  above  can  be  achieved  using  an  atomic 
Boltzmann  plot,  in  which  log ( I h / g A )  is  plotted  versus  En  for a number  of  lines; 
the  slope of  the  line  best  fitting  the  data  is  related  to  the  temperature  through 
the  following  equation,  which  develops from Eq. (1) : 
LOGlo k h / q A ]  = LOGlo C - E n / k T  
The  constant (C) in Eq. (2) contains  the  term  No/Q  and  constant  numerical  terms. 
The  slope  of  the  line  is  thus  independent  of  species  density.  If  En  and  kT  are 
both  expressed  in  eV,  a  convenient  expression for the  temperature  as  indicated  by 
the  Boltzmann  plot  is 
T (DEG K) = - 5 0 4 0 / S L O P E  (3) 
A second  basic  characteristic  of  radiating  systems  is  the  intensity  of  con- 
tinuum  radiation  (Refs. 22 through 26), which  may  be  expressed  as 
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per  uni t  f requency i rkerval .  Ne and N+ are  the  e lec t ron  and ion density, 
respectively,  Te i s  the electron temperature, Zeff i s  the effective charge per ion,  
and E is  the  Gaunt factor, having a value of approximately 2.3 f o r  argon near 
4300 (Ref.  22). The strong dependence  on temperature of the  argon continuum at 
4300 d i s  shown in  F ig .  10. The continuum emission of tungsten or uranium can be 
neglected in the seeded argon system considered here; the very low values of N+ or 
N++ i n  e i the r  case  would require  Gaunt factors  several  orders  of magnitude greater  
than the predicted value of nearly unity (Ref. 27) f o r  any appreciable continuum t o  
appear. 
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Ternperature of the  Discharge 
In  view  of  the  sensitivity  of  the  intensity  of  argon  radiation  to  temperature 
(Figs. 8 and lo), the  argon  spectrum  afforded  the  best  means  of  characterizing  the 
temperature of the  plasma.  In  order  to  determine  the  temperature  profiles  in  both 
seeded  and  unseeded  discharges,  chordwise  scans  of  the  discharge  were  conducted  to 
obtain  the  chordal  intensity  profile  of  many  argon  lines. A s  many  as 17 neutral 
argon  atom (ArI) lines  were  observed  during  a  single  test. (No ArII lines  were 
evident.)  The  left  and  right  half-intensity  profiles  were  folded  together  and 
averaged,  and  an  Abel  inversion  procedure  was  employed  to  determine  radial  intensity 
profiles  from  the  chordal  intensity  profiles  (Ref. 28). 
A typical  chordal  intensity  profile  and  the  resulting  radial  (inverted) 
intensity  profile  are  shown  in  Fig. 11 +e  calculated  dependence of intensity  on 
temperature  (Fig. 8) was  then  used  in  conjunction  with  the  radial  intensity  to 
establish  the  radial  temperature  profile  shown  in  Fig. 12. Also shown  on  Fig. 12 
is  the  chordal  average  temperature  at  the  midplane of the  discharge,  determined  by 
constructing  a  Boltzmann  plot  of  chordal  intensities  measured  at  the  midplane  posi- 
tion.  The  Boltzmann  plot  is  shown  in  Fig. 13. This  is  a  valid  procedure  for 
obtaining  the  chordal  average  temperature  as  long  as  the  gas  composition,  reflected 
by the  term No in Eq. (l), remains  relatively  constant  across  the  discharge. As 
noted  previously,  this  is  the  case  for ArI at  temperatures  around 8000 deg K. Other 
indications of the  chordal  average  argon  temperature  at  the  midplane  are  shown  on 
Figs. 8 and 10; the  temperature  based  on  absolute  line  radiation  is  aTproximately 
8450 deg K, while  that  based  on  absolute  continurn  radiation  at 4300 A is  approxi- 
mately 8575 deg K. 
The  temperature  profile  of  seeded  argon  was  also  determined  using  Boltzmann 
plots  of  chordal  intensities  of ArI lines  and was found to be  essentially the same 
as  for  unseeded  argon  within  the  precision  of  the  method.  Absolute  measurements  of 
average  centerline  intensity  for  line  and co tinum emission  indicated  that  seeding 
the  argon  with "6 resulted  in  a  temperature  increase of about 100 deg K, while 
seeding  argon  with uF6 resulted  in  a  temperature  increase of about 150 deg K. 
In order  to  ascertain  any  departures  from  local  thermodynamic  equilibrium 
between  the  seed  gas  and  the  argon,  it was in ended  to  follow  the  procedure  out- 
lined  above  to  determine  the  temperatures  of  the  tungsten or uranium  gas  using 
metal  vapor  line  radiation.  However,  several  obstacles  existed: (1) the WI lines 
have  a  very  weak  dependence  on  temperature so that  intensity  profiles  of  these 
lines  are  not  reliable  for  temperature  estimates, (2) the  intensities  of  the  few 
classified W I I  lines,  which  are  more  strongly  temperature  dependent  than  those of 
WI, were  not  sufficiently  strong  relative  to  background o  sufficiently  isolated  to 
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provide  reliable  indications  of  temperature,  and (3) too  few  clearly  defined, 
strong WI or WII lines  were  available  to  construct  an  accurate  Boltzmann  plot. 
Therefore,  any  temperature  specification  based  on  tungsten  radiation  would  have 
limited  accuracy. 
The  sane  situation  prevails in  the  case of uranium,  in  which  more  lines  are 
tabulated  (Ref. 8), but  fewer  strong  lines  are  found  than  in  tungsten.  In  uranium, 
considerable  overlapping  of  adjacent  lines  prevails;  any  temperature  based  on 
uranium  line  radiation  would  also  be  suspect. 
Integrated  Line  and  Continuum  Intensities 
The  integrated  continuum  emission  in  wavelengthointervals zf 100 1 for argon, 
argon/WF6  and -argon/UF~ between  wavelengths  of 1200 A and 8500 A are  shown  in 
Fig. 14. The  variation  of  emission  with  wavelength  is  similar  in  all  three  cases, 
and  is  representative  of  the  argon  continuum.  It  should  be  noted  that  there  is  a 
greater  change  in  continuum  emission  upon  the  addition  of m6 to  the  argon  than 
occurs  upon  addition  of w 6 to  the  argon.  By  inspection  of  spectral  regions  where 
little  line  intensity  from  either  tungsten or uranium  could  be  expected,  based  on 
the  data  of  Ref. 8, it  was  estimated  that  the  increases  in  continuum  emission  from 
argon  upon  additional m6 or UF6 were 30 percent a;d 40 perceyt,  respectively, 
although  the  total  continuum  changes  between 1200 A and 8500 A were 43 percent  and 
58 percent,  respectively.  The  changes  in  argon  continuum  radiation  upon  addition 
of  seed  gas  are  due  to  changes  in  the  discharge  characteristics  such  as  diameter or 
temperature. If the  increases  in  argon  continuum  emission  are  attributed  entirely 
to  temperature  changes,  the  increases  in  temperatures  are  approximately 100 d g K 
and 150 deg K for wF6 and m6 addition,  respectively. In spectral  regions  where 
line  radiation  from  seeds  is  known  to  exist,  additional  increases  in  apparent  total 
continuum  radiation  are  attributable  to  the  presence  of  weak,  unresolved  lines  in 
the  tungsten  and  uranium  spectra. 
The  results  of  the  radiometric  measurements  are  shown  in  Fig. 15. The 
percentages  of  total  radiation  falling  into  the  spectral  regions  defined  by  the 
filters  are: 2200 H to 3000 d - 3%, 3000 1 to 7000 d - 20$, 7000 A to 10000 8 
(1 micron) - 5O%, and 1 micron  to 2.5 microns - 27%. The  percentages  are  changed 
slightly  upon  addition  of wF6 or UF6 to  the  argon,  but  the  near IR (which  contains 
the  strongest  lines  of  argon)  includes  the  largest  total  intensity. 
The  results  of  total  emission  measurements  are  shown  in  Fig. 16. The  large 
contribution of the  strong  lines  of ArI near 8000 is  clearly  evident.  The  largest 
net  changes  in  emission  due  to "6 or UF6  addition  occur  in  the  same  w2velength 
interval  as  that  in  which  continuum  changes  are  greatest,  namely 4000 A to 6000 k .  
Percentage  increases  in  total  radiation  at  wavelengths  of 1200 A to 8500 d associated 
with  addition of N?6 and UF6 were 25 percent  and 70 percent,  respectively;  these 
results  are  in  general  agreement  with  the  values  determined  radiometrically  (see 
Fig. 15). 
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A comparison of t h e   l i n e  and continuum radiation from argon i s  given i n   F i g .  1.7. 
The t o t a l   l i n e   i n t e n s i t y ,  0.19 W/cm3-sr i s  approximately 21 perc 'ent larger than that 
of  the continuum i n t e n s i t y  (0.14 W/cm3-sr). It should be noted that a t  wavelengths 
below approximately 7000 1, continuum radiation predominates, and except for several  
100 1 intervals ,  i s  grea te r  than  the  l ine  emiss ion  by  fac tors  of  2 t o  4. A s  is  the  
case i n  any line/continuum spectrum, however, some l ines  appea r  t o  become submerged 
i n   t h e  background, and a larger  l ine/cont inuum intensi ty  ra t io  should be assumed t o  
e x i s t .  
The l ine  rad ia t ion  due t o  tungsten i s  shown in  F ig .  18. In  ob ta in ing  th i s  
in tens i ty  d is t r ibu t ion ,  the  a rgon  l ine  and continuum areas  were increased by 
30 percent and then subtracted from t h e   t o t a l   i n t e n s i t y  due to  tungs ten  and argon. 
It should be noted that a small quantity of emission, 0.05 W/cm3-sr, is  a t t r i b u t a b l e  
to  tungs ten  l ine  rad ia t ion .  
A similas procedure was followed with the uranium spectrum using the argon 
l i n e  and continuum data  enhanced by 40 percent.  The r e s u l t i n g  uranium l ine  in t en -  
s i t y  is  0.15 W/cm3-sr, and is  shown i n  F i g .  19. 
Total emission spectra between 0.7 microns and 5 microns are shown in  F ig .  20. 
Very l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n c e  was noted in  the  spec t r a l  p ro f i l e s  o f  t he  argon, Ar/wF6, o r  
Ar/UF6 systems, although s l i g h t l y  more rad ia t ion  was emitted in the case of Ar/W6. 
The known argon l ines  between 1.0 and 1.5 microns (Ref .  29) were not resolved by 
the spectrometer, but the presence of  t h e  l i n e s  is  shown by the added r ad ia t ion  in  
that  region.  
Comparison of Experimental Results with Calculated Intensities 
Comparisons of the line emission data with calculated values ( R e f .  30) a r e  
shown in  F igs .  21  through 23. Figure 21 shows a comparison between experimental 
and ca lcu la ted  l ine  in tens i t ies  in  a rgon .  The experimentally determined integrated 
l ine  in tens i t ies  agree  wel l  wi th  ca lcu la ted  in tegra ted  l ine  in tens i t ies ,  be ing  0.28 
and 0.34 W/cm3-sr, respectively.  A temperature adjustment of approximately 75 deg K, 
which i s  within the precision of the methods used, would be s u f f i c i e n t  t o  b r i n g  t h e  
experimental and ca l cu la t ed  l i ne  in t ens i t i e s  i n to  complete  agreement.  Furthermore, 
experimentally and analyt ical ly  determined spectral  dis t r ibut ions of  integrated 
l i n e   i n t e n s i t y  are i n  good agreement. 
A comparison of experimental and calculated line intensities for tungsten i s  
shown in  F ig .  22. The exper imenta l  to ta l  l ine  in tens i ty  i s  much lower than that 
predicted analytically, although the correspondence between calculated and experi- 
mental values of i n t eg ra t ed  l i ne  in t ens i ty  pe r  100 1 i s  very good at wavelengths 
longer than 4000 i. The da ta  a re  in  poorer  agrement  in  the  near  in f ra red ;  here  
small e r rors  i n  estimation of ArI l i n e  enhancement r e s u l t  i n  l a r g e  e r r o r s  i n  t h e  
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W line  intensities.  Best  estimates of W line  intensities  are  found  in  spectral 
regions  where  the  line  intensities  of  interest  are a significant  part  of  the  total 
emission. 
A final  comparison  is  given  in  Fig. 23, in  which  the  experimental  and  calcu- 
lated  results for uranium  are  shown.  The  experimental  total  line  intensity  is  some- 
what  smaller  than  the  calculated  intensity, 0.13 vs 0 .lg W/cm3-sr,  respectively, 
although  good  agreement  exists  in  specific 100 8 intervals  near 4000 8. 
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LIST OF SYMi3OIS 
A 
ArI 
C 
En 
eV 
Ne 
NO 
N+ 
N++ 
Absolute  t ransi t ion probabi l i ty ,  sec‘l 
Neutral argon atom 
Constant i n  Boltzmann equation.  See Eq. (2)  
Energy of upper level of  spec t ra l  t rans i t ion ,  e V  
Electron  vol t  
S ta t i s t ica l  weight  of  leve l  En, dimensionless 
Gaunt factor,  dimensionless 
Spec t r a l   i n t ens i ty ,   a rb i t r a ry   un i t s  
I n t e n s i t y  of continuum, ~ /cm3-sr  
In tens i ty  of l i ne ,   ~ / cm3-s r  
Radia l   in tens i ty ,   a rb i t ra ry   un i t s  
Chordal i n t ens i ty ,   a rb i t r a ry   un i t s  
Continuum i n t e n s i t y  i n  i n t e r v a l  AX, W/cm3-sr 
Line i n t e n s i t y  i n  i n t e r v a l  AA,  ~/cm3-sr  
To ta l  i n t ens i ty  in  in t e rva l  AX , W/cm3-sr 
Transmit ted intensi ty  a t  wavelength X ,  a r b i t r a r y  u n i t s  
Inc ident  in tens i ty  a t  wavelength A, a r b i t r a r y  u n i t s  
kltzmann  constant,  1.38 x erg/deg K 
Number of electrons , cm-3 
Number of rad ia tors  in  spec i f ic  ion iza t ion  state, cm-3 
Number of singly ionized atoms, an-3 
Number of doubly ionized atoms, cm-3 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
(cont ' d) 
Q 
r 
rD 
sr 
SF6 
T 
Te 
UI 
uF6 
WI 
m6 
X 
Zeff 
h 
A A  
Partition  function,  dimensionless 
Radius,  in. or cm 
Radius of discharge,  in. or cm 
Steradian 
Sulfur  hexafluoride 
Temperature  of  gas,  deg K or eV 
Temperature  of  electrons,  deg K or eV 
Neutral  uranium  atom 
Uranium  hexafluoride 
Neutral  tungsten  atom 
Tungsten  hexafluoride 
Chordal  distance,  in. or cm 
Effective  charge on ion 
0 
Wavelength A or micron 
Wavelength  interval, A or micron 
0 
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!t!ABLF: I 
STAMlARD  FIOW  CONDITIONS AND CORRFSPONDING 
R-F AND FOh'ER CONDITIONS 
See Fig. 2 for Details of Vortex Tube Geometry 
Standard Flow Conditions 
Primary Gas 
In jec t ion  Flow Rate 
Inject ion  Veloci ty  
Total  Pressure a t  Vortex Centerline 
Percent Thru-Flow 
Percent Axial Bypass Flow 
Seeded Gases 
In jec t ion  Flow Rate of WF6 
Par t ia l  Pressure  of m6 
Mass Ratio of WF~/Argon 
In jec t ion  Flow Rate of m6 
Part ia l  Pressure of UF6 
Mass Ratio of UF~/Argon 
R-F and Power Conditions 
R-F Driving Frequency 
Inductance of Work Coil  
Power Deposition - Argon Only 
D-C Plate Voltage 
D-C Plate Current 
Argon 
4.5 x 10-3 lb/sec 
220 f t / s e c  
1.0 a t m  
100% 
0% 
WF6 and UF6 
0.70 x lb/sec 
2.1 x 10-5 atm 
1.6 x 10-4 
0.85 x loe6 lb/sec 
2 .1  x 10-5 atm 
1.9 x 10- 4 
7.25 mHz 
1.2 x Henry 
4500 v 
4.5 amp 
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TABLE I ( Cont ‘a) 
D-C P la te  Power 
Peak Voltage across Coil 
Power i n  Work Coil 
Power Deposited i n  Gas Exiting 
from Vortex Chamber 
Power Radiated 
20.3 kw 
8000 v 
0.65 kw 
7.6 kw 
0.9 kw 
Power Deposition - Argon and 
wF6 O r  m6: 
D-C Plate  Voltage 5000 v 
D-C Plate  Current 4.5 
D-C P la te  Power 22.5 kw 
Peak Voltage  across  Coil 8700 v 
Power i n  Work Coil  0.90 kw 
Power Deposited i n  Gas Exiting 
from Vortex Chamber 7.6 kw 
Power Radiated 1 .4  kw 
Note: Additional power deposited in gas i s  conducted through 3-in. I D  
fused  s i l ica  tube  and removed by a i r   j e t s  blowing axial ly  a long 
tube wall. The  power removed by these a i r  j e t s  was not measured, 
but was estimated to be about 0.5 kw. 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF UARL 80-KW R-F INDUCTION HEATER 
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13V, 20OA D-C 
WORK COIL - 1.2 H 
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DENOTES MOTOR 
DRIVEIN CAPACITOR 
REMOI~IE CONTROLLED 
3 IN. (76 MM )-10 VORTEX CHAMBER EMPLOYED IN TESTS IN 
80-KW R-F INDUCTION HEATER 
bi SKETCH OF VORTEX TUBE 
0) PHOTOGRAPH OF VORTEX TUBE AND 
WORK COIL 
UPPER END 
WALL 
WORK COIL 
(2.5 TURNS) 
FUSED 
SILICA 
TUBE 
TOP END WALL 
10 OF VORTEX 
TUBE = 3 IN. 
10 OF 
BOTTOM 
END WALL 
THRU - FLOW 
PORT = 0.30 IN. 
e) PHOTOGRAPH OF ARGON DISCHARGE 
UPPER END WALL 
10 OF FUSED 
SILICA TUBE 
I.S-IN.- DIA 
DISCHARGE 
LOWER END WALL 
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FLOW 
FIG. 2 
INJECTORS (EIGHT 
0.06~JN.-ID TUBES) 
TUBE 
l 
SKETCH  OF  OPTICAL  SYSTEM  FOR  MEASUREMENT OF EMISSION  SPECTRA 
AT  WAVELENGTHS  LESS  THAN 2500 f f  
(NOT TO SCALE) 
,-EM1 MODEL Y558 PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
SODIUM SALICYLATE COATING 
EXIT SLIT 0.05 BY 0.4 MM 
ENTRANCE SLIT 0.05 BY 0.4 MM 
3 IN. ID FUSED 
SILICA TUBE 
””- 
1/2 IN. ID COPPER  TUBE 
( 1  MM THICK) 13 MM OD  FUSED 
(R0,TATED 90 DEG) 
t 
SILICA  TUBE 
-30 CM 
NOTES: MODIFICATION OF APPARATUS FOR OTHER 
SPECTRAL REGIONS ARE DESCRIBED IN TEXT 
w 
FIG. 4 
TRANSMISSION  CHARACTERISTICS OF FILTERS USED FOR 
TOTAL  RADIATION  MEASUREMENTS 
FILTER THICKNESS = 2 MM 
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VARIATIONS OF THE VAPOR PRESSURES OF TUNGSTEN HEXAFLUORIDE AND URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE WITH TEMPERATURE 
WF6 DATA FROM  REF. 3 UF6 DATA FROM  REF. 4 
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TEMPERATURE- D E G C  
COMPARISON OF EMISSION SPECTRA OF RF- HEATED ARGON/WF, 
MIXTURE AT APPROXIMATELY 4300 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
DATA TAKEN ON CENTERLINE OF DISCHARGE 
REFERENCE TUNGSTEN STRIP 
LAMP AT T = 2470’K 
COMPARISON OF EMISSION SPECTRA OF RF-HEATED ARGON/'UF6 
MIXTURE AT APPROXIMATELY 4300 1 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
DATA  TAKEN ON CENTERLINE OF DISCHARGE 
5 5 
FIG. 8 
CALCULATED  VARIATION  WITH  TEMPERATURE OF INTENSITY OF 
ARGON I LINE'S  AT 4158 AND 4300 i AT A PRESSURE OF 1 ATM 
SEE T E X T  FOR DETAILS OF CALCULATION 
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FIG. 9 
CALCULATED  VARIATION WITH  TEMPERATURE  OF LINE INTENSITY OF  THREE 
TUNGSTEN I LINES IN ARGON/WF6  MIXTURES  FOR  wF6 PARTIAL 
PRESSURE OF 1.34 x ATM 
SEE T E X T  FOR DETAILS OF CALCULATION 
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I 
FIG. 10- 
CALCULATED  VARIATION  WITH  TEMPERATURE OF THE  TOTAL ARGON 
CONTINUUM EMISSION BETWEEN 4200 1 AND 4300 dl AT 
A PRESSURE OF 1 ATM 
SEE T E X T  FOR DETAILS OF CALCULATION 
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c I 
FIG. 11 
TYPICAL  CHORDAL AND RADIAL  VARIATIONS  IN  INTENSITY OF 4158 1 A r I  
LINE  IN  AN UNSEEDED ARGON DISCHARGE 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
0 LEFTHALF 
0 RIGHT  HALF 
= RADIUS OF DISCHARGE (55 rnm = 2.15 IN.) 
0.2 
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DIMENSIONLESS CHORDAL DISTANCE, X/rD 
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FIG. 12 
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w 
RADIAL AND  CHORDAL  VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE IN 
AN  UNSEEDED  ARGON  DISCHARGE 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
r = RADIUS OF DISCHARGE (55 mm = 2.15 IN.) 
D 
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FIG. 13 
ATOMIC  BOLTZMANN PLOT FOR UNSEEDED  ARGON  DISCHARGE  USING  CHORDAL 
INTENSITIES OF ARGON I LINES ON CENTERLINE OF DISCHARGE 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
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" LINE  CORRESPONDING  TO 8000 K 
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FIG. 15 
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RADIATED FROM UNSEEDED, TUNGSTEN- SEEDED, 
AND  URANIUM-SEEDED  ARGON  PLASMAS 
SEE TABLE I FOR  FLOW CONDITIONS 
ARGON ONLY 
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FIG. 16 
COMPARISON OF THE  INTEGRATED TOTAL EMISSION  PER 100 INTERVAL OF 
RF-HEATED  ARGON, AR/Wt,, AND AR/Uk ,MIXTURES 
BETWEEN 1200 1 AND 8500 1 
SEE TABLE I FOR  FLOW  CONDITIONS, 
TOTAL INTENSITIES FOR A = 1200 TO 8500 : ARGON = 0.34 WATTS/C&SR 
A R / W F ~  = 0.43 WATTS/CM?,SR 
A R / U F ~  = 0.58 WATTS'JCMP SR 
10" 
10-2 
lo-? 
1 0 ' ~  
10-6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 .  7 8 9 IO X lo3 
WAVELENGTH AT CENTER OF INTERVAL, h - i 
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SEE  TABLE I FOR  FLOW  CONDITIONS 
LINE  RADIATION  FOR h = 1200 TO 8500 = 0.19 WATTS/CMJ SR 
CONTINUUM RADIATION FOR h =  1200 T O  8500 i = 0.14 WATTS/CM\3  SR 
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FIG. 18 
INTEGRATED LINE INTENSITY PER 100 INTERVAL FOR  TUNGSTEN  LINES IN 
RF-HEATED A R / W t  MIXTURE  BETWEEN 1200 w AND 8500 A 
SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
NOTE: CONTRIBUTION OF TUNGSTEN CONTINUUM TO TOTAL RADIATION 
ASSUMED NEGLIGIBLE (SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS) 
0 0 
TOTAL LINE INTENSITY FOR h = 1200 A TO 8500 A = 0.05 WATTS/CM3 SR 
10-2  
10 -6 
10" 
1 2 3 4 6 8 
WAVELENGTH AT CENTER OF INTERVAL, X - 
40 
IO X lo3 
FIG. 19 
INTEGRATED LINE INTENSITY PER 100 R INTERVAL FOR  URANIUM LINES IN 
RF-HEATED AR/UF6 MIXTURE BETWEEN 1200 i AND 7500 1 
SEE  TABLE I FOR FLOW CONDITIONS 
NOTE : CONTRIBUTION  OF  URANIUM CONTI NUUM  TO  TOTAL  RADIATION 
ASSUMED NEGLIGIBLE  (SEE  TEXT  FOR  DETAILS) 
TOTAL  LINE  RADIATION  FOR X =  1200 T O  8500 i= ,O .15  WATTS/CM: SR 
4 5 7 
WAVELENGTH AT CENTER OF INTERVAL, X - 
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a 9 10 x lo3 
I Ill 
FIG. 20 
TOTAL SPECTRAL EMISSION  OF RF-HEATED ARGON, ARGON/WFb AND ARGON/UFb 
MIXTURES.PER IQO .i INTERVAL BETWEEN 0.75 MICRONS AND 10 MICRONS 
TOTAL EMISSION FOR ~ = p  TO 10 p :  ARGON - 0.11 WATTS/CM~ sd, 0.1 p ' ~  
AR/WF6 - 0.15  WATTS/CMi3 5 0.1 p\' 
AR/UF6 - 0.13 WATTS/CM3 SR 01 p'\7 
Y 
10-2 
10 - 3  
10 -6  
10" 
4 5 10 
WAVELENGTH AT CENTER OF INTERVAL, A - MICRON 
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FIG. 21 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL  INTEGRATED LINE 
INTENSITIES PER 100 1 INTERVAL FOR ARGON.  LINES IN 
HEATED, UNSEEDED  ARGON 
.‘SEE TABLE I FOR FLOW.CONDITIONS 
CALCULATED DATA,TAKEN FROM REF. 30 
T O T A L   L I N E  .RADIATION:(EXPERIMENThLI(lZOO 8, TO 85004): 0.34 WATTS/Cd3 SR 
ExPi iRlMENTAL (3500.; T O  8500 A) - ).34 !WATTS/CMI3 SR 
CALCULATED.(3500  TO  8500 - 0.28 WATTS/CMS SR 
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FIG. 22 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL  INTEGRATED LINE INTENSITY  PER 
100 R INTERVAL FOR  TUNGSTEN IN  HEATED A R / W i  MIXTURE 
SEE  TABLE I FOR  FLOW  CONDITIONS 
CALCULATED  .DATA  TAKEN FROM REF. 30 
NOTE: THEORETICAL PREDICTION BASED ON TUNGSTEN MASS FRACTION OF 10-4 
TOTAL LINE INTENSITY: EXPERIMENTAL (120Q 8 TO 8000 A)- 0.05 WATTSiCM SR 
CALCULATED -(17008- 8500 ;)- 1.94 WATTS/CM? SR 
EXPERIMENTAL (1700A - 8000 A')- 0.05 WATTS/CM3 SR 
10 O 
10" 
10 - 2  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO x 103 
WAVELENGTH AT CENTER OF INTERVAL, A. - 
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. FIG. 23 
COMPA3ISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL  INTEGRATED  LINE  INTENSITY 
PER 100 INTERVAL FOR  URANIUM  IN  HEATED AR/UF6,  MIXTURE 
SEE T A B L E 1   F O R  FLOW CONDITIONS 
CALCULATED  DATA  TAKEN  FROM  REF. 30 
NOTE: THEORETICAL PREDICTION BASED ON URANIUM MASS FRACTION OF 1 0 - ~  
TOTAL LINE RADlATlONr EXPERIMENTAL (1200 TO 7500 x) -0.13 WATTS/CMBSR 
EXPERIMENTAL  (2200 x TO 7500 x) -0.13 WATTS/CM3S',R 
CALCULATED  (2200  TO 7500 ) -0.19 WATTS/CM3 S'R 
10-1 
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